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1 See E. Allan Farnsworth, Damages and Specific Relief, 27 AMERICAN JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE LAW 247, 247 (1979).
2 United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (1980) [CISG] Article 74: Damages for breach of
contract by one party consist of a sum equal to the loss, including loss of profit, suffered by the other party as a consequence of the
breach. Such damages may not exceed the loss which the party in breach foresaw or ought to have foreseen at the time of the
conclusion of the contract, in the light of the facts and matters of which he then knew or ought to have known, as a possible
consequence of the breach of contract.
3 See DJAKHONGIR SAIDOV, METHODS OF LIMITING DAMAGES UNDER THE VIENNA CONVENTION ON CONTRACTS FOR THE
INTERNATIONAL SALE OF GOODS (2001), at 1.
4 This paper will not discuss mitigation issues stemming from Article 77 CISG. The failure of an aggrieved party to mitigate
possible lost profits would result in a reduction of a lost profit award; however this is secondary to the primary task of establishing
whether lost profits actually occurred, and in what amount. The focus of this paper is on the difficulty in determining proof of lost
profits and the discrepancies in lost profit awards, therefore the topic of mitigation will not be addressed.
5 See CISG Article 74.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The ability to obtain damages for losses suffered in the course of trade is a critical and necessary
requirement for parties to be willing to engage in commerce. Without legal recourse for losses as
a consequence of other parties’ non-performance, the incentive to participate in trade is greatly
diminished. International commerce is hampered to the extent that parties from different
countries risk trading under foreign laws that might not offer comparable protection. The
availability of relief for a breach of contract accords with economic efficiency in a free enterprise
economy.1 The U.N. Convention on the International Sale of Goods (CISG) was created in 1980
to codify and harmonize a legal framework aimed at encouraging and facilitating international
trade. An important feature of the CISG is Article 74, which provides a guide for the recovery of
foreseeable losses, including lost profits, as a consequence of a party’s breach of contract.2 This
right to obtain damages is a primary mechanism of the CISG remedial scheme.3 This paper will
examine the recovery of lost profits under Article 74 CISG and discuss the practical issues that
tribunals and parties face when evaluating a lost profit claim. Decisions concerning the recovery
of lost profits under the CISG have been criticized as lacking uniformity due to problems in
interpreting Article 74 CISG, differences in domestic evidentiary standards, use or non-use of
general principles of international law, arbitrator discretion, and difficulties in the actual
calculation of lost profits.4 A discussion of these issues will attempt to shed light on the problems
and determine if there is a lack of uniformity, and if so, what steps can be taken to increase the
consistency of awards.
2. THE PURPOSE AND LIMITATIONS OF ARTICLE 74 CISG
Article 74 CISG states that an aggrieved party may recover foreseeable damages equal to the loss,
including loss of profit, suffered as a consequence of the breach.5 The article is meant to put an
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injured party in as good a position as if the contract had actually been performed.6 In other words,
a party should be entitled to receive the benefit of the bargain which had been contracted for.7
The second sentence of Article 74 CISG contains an important limitation on the recovery of
possible losses, in that the loss must be foreseeable or ought to have been foreseeable.8 This is a
needed protection for the breaching party because losses can be extreme and unpredictable.9 The
concept of foreseeability is well known in common law jurisdictions from the 1854 English
decision of Hadley v. Baxendale.10 Civil law countries such as France also recognize the theory of
foreseeability and limit damages to those which were foreseen or which could have been foreseen
at the time of the contract.11
The test of foreseeability is essentially an objective standard, where the question is whether a
reasonable person in the position of the promisor and with knowledge of the circumstances
surrounding the conclusion of the contract, ought to have foreseen the possible losses at the time
of the conclusion of the contract.12 This important limit on the recovery of damages is to prevent
compensating an injured party for losses that could not reasonably have been foreseen by the party
in breach.13 Article 74 CISG therefore has a dual purpose: to provide a mechanism for injured
parties to obtain relief, and to only allow the recovery of foreseeable losses which gives merchants
the ability to calculate and limit their contractual liability.14
The concept of foreseeability has its greatest impact on consequential losses, such as lost profits.15
A seller would be liable for a buyer’s lost profits on a resale of the goods only if the seller was
aware or should have been aware of the resale.16 However, as one scholar points out, even in the
absence of positive indications of a resale, the seller is always aware of this possibility when
tradable goods are sold to a merchant.17
3. LOST PROFITS
A loss of profit in the context of Article 74 CISG would be any increase in assets that the breach
of contract prevented.18 A loss suffered by a party is any costs and expenses incurred as a result of
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the breach.19 It is usually more difficult to prove a loss of profit than a loss suffered because of the
typical speculation involved with lost profits in the hypothetical future or past.20 Conversely, losses
suffered can be established readily through paid invoices, receipts, or other types of bills.
Lost profits from the breach of a long term contract to supply goods can be particularly difficult to
assess. The buyer might claim a loss on the resale of goods which the seller failed to deliver, but in
the absence of orders for those goods it is difficult to state with precision that the alleged profits
would have been earned.21 However, if the buyer could present orders for the goods that were not
delivered, the loss of profit could be established readily.22
The situation of a manufacturer buyer that needs goods for production of finished products
presents an additional problem.23 When a seller fails to supply goods and the manufacturer buyer
is unable to complete the manufacturing process, the buyer will likely claim lost profits due to the
inability to sell any finished goods. In this situation, what an aggrieved party will have to
demonstrate is his or her ability to sell the goods at a profit.24
4. BURDEN OF PROOF
It is generally accepted that the burden of proving the extent of damages lies on the aggrieved
party.25 Although the CISG does not expressly set forth the distribution of the burden of proof,
the party who has suffered the loss must prove that the loss occurred, the amount of the loss, and
that the breach of contract caused the loss.26 This becomes difficult in the absence of specific
orders for goods or a precise calculation of expected profits. In order to discharge the burden of
proof, an aggrieved party has to substantiate the amount of loss suffered in some manner.27
The situation where a party has failed to present proof of the exact extent of the losses presents a
very difficult problem for tribunals, and there is divergence in the case law about the
consequences.28 For example, German and American courts may dismiss the claim under these
circumstances, while Belgian and Swiss courts may award an estimated amount according to their
belief of what is right, or ex aequo et bono.29 The lack of uniformity in arbitral and court opinions
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concerning the recovery of lost profits where precise evidence of losses is lacking has several
causes. The following examination of the central issues involved in the divergence of the decisions
will attempt to outline the problems and ascertain whether there is a possible solution.
5. STANDARDS OF PROOF FOR THE RECOVERY OF LOST PROFITS
As a preliminary issue, the standard of proving loss refers to how much proof needs to be shown
and what degree of specificity should come from the evidence presented in order to prove the
alleged loss.30 Unfortunately for tribunals, courts, and merchants, the issue of standards for
proving loss and determining damages in the international sale of goods has not received sufficient
attention in legal discourse.31 The lack of consensus and direction on what standards to apply may
be due to the variability inherent in the determination of financial loss. One scholar points out
that loss of profit involves guesswork in relation to future or hypothetical future events and
depends on contingencies such as economic conditions, prices, and preferences of consumers.32
The uncertainty from utilizing multiple variables in a financial calculation makes it nearly
impossible to substantiate an amount of loss with absolute precision.33 A uniform standard of
proof to be applied by tribunals and courts in determining lost profits and damages could result
in more consistent decisions.
Most legal systems have a requirement that damages claimed must be established with a level of
certainty.34 However, the requirements for recovering lost profits and the limitations on their
recovery vary from country to country.35 Therefore, the relevant question to be resolved in light of
the contrasting domestic standards is how the issue of proving lost profits and damages should be
determined under the CISG, and if a uniform standard can be implemented.36
A. The CISG and Standards of Proof
The CISG does not contain any express reference to certainty in Article 74. In addition, there is
no mention of what degree of probability to apply when appraising whether a profit would have
been made.37 Several tribunals have indeed emphasized the point that the CISG is silent as to the
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standard of proving loss.38 These decisions, holding that the CISG does not provide guidance on
the degree of certainty necessary for a judge to formulate a profit hypothesis illustrate an
important point. The scholar Djakhongir Saidov states that these cases “ highlight the issue of
standards of proving losses and determining the amount of damages which has been a source of
non-uniformity in the application of the Convention.” 39 Thus, with the absence of a specific
provision on determining lost profits under the CISG, one scholar states that a competent judge
should be convinced that the profit would actually have been made had the contract been properly
performed, before relief for this type of loss is granted.40
B. Standards of Proof from Procedural Law
Several tribunals and scholars suggest that because the CISG does not contain an express
reference to any standard of proof for assessing lost profits, it is an issue beyond the scope of the
CISG and the procedural law of the forum should apply.41 Many cases have determined that the
Convention determines the grounds for recovery, but domestic procedural law applies to the
assessment of evidence of loss and how a judge should reach his or her opinion.42 These decisions
submit that the standard of proof for establishing lost profits is an evidentiary issue and one
tribunal stated that the “ law of evidence is determined by the lex fori, as the law of evidence
belongs to the procedural law ... Therefore each court applies its own laws of evidence.” 43
The effect of this approach to the determination of lost profits has been to lose uniformity in
decision-making through the variability in proof requirements from country to country.44 The
compensation for lost profits fluctuates as courts are likely to apply the standards contained in
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their national law on evidence.45 This approach is employed by some tribunals because there is no
precise formula to provide how much and what type of evidence must be presented to prove a loss
with reasonable certainty.46
One may hypothesize that common law jurisdictions or civil law jurisdictions may have similar
evidentiary standards leading to consistent awards in their respective realms, but this is not
necessarily the case. For example, the Swiss Code of Obligations, Article 42, allows for the
recovery of lost profits, but contains a strict standard of proof making it fairly difficult for a
claimant to obtain damages.47 Conversely, Belgian evidentiary standards only require that damages
be certain in existence, not in amount.48 Thus, depending on the national court, there may be a
less than uniform application of the general damages rule when courts attempt to coordinate
Convention conceptions with those of local law.49
C. Creating a Standard of Proof in the CISG
Some tribunals have resorted to a different approach than procedural law to determine what
standard of proof is required to establish lost profits under Article 74 CISG.50 These cases have
referred to a level of proof to be determined by an exact, or precise, or specific ascertainment of
damages.51 However, the cases do not explain how the judges or arbitrators arrived at these
standards, nor do they explain the meaning of these standards.52 The cases have been criticized for
the failure to demonstrate how the judgments were determined, because the CISG does not
mention any of the standards used in the decisions.53 Other cases have tried to add a standard of
reasonableness or sufficient evidence to the CISG.54 Again, at least one scholar has pointed out
that the statements do not reference any legal standard which makes the decisions extremely
difficult to analyze.55
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However, if there is a general principle of reasonableness in the CISG, in can be argued that
through Article 7(2) CISG, the principle of reasonableness can be utilized in the interpretation of
Article 74 CISG.56 If reasonableness is to be used in the interpretation of Article 74 CISG, then
a claimant should be required to prove loss with only a degree of precision or certainty which can
be reasonably expected.57 Basically, a claimant would have to prove losses with a reasonable degree
of certainty.58 In the context of lost profit awards, the relevant question at this point would be
whether arbitrators and judges from different legal regimes would have more consistent decisions
using reasonableness as a uniform standard of proof. This would appear to be the motivation
behind the use of reasonableness as a general principle of the CISG, and the analogous push to
use the reasonableness standard found within the UNIDROIT Principles of Private International
Law by virtue of Article 7(2) CISG.59
D. The Use of UNIDROIT Principles to Interpret Article 74 CISG
The use of UNIDROIT Principles in the interpretation of Article 74 CISG is arguably possible
through Article 7(2) CISG. Article 7(2) CISG allows questions not addressed, or gaps in the CISG
to be settled with the use of general principles from the CISG, or in the absence of such
principles, private international law.60 Article 7 encourages courts and tribunals to adopt solutions
which take note of the international character of the Convention and would lead to uniformity in
practice when interpreting the Convention and filling any gaps that exist.61 If Article 74 CISG is
silent on the issue of standards of proof to recover lost profits, the first step would be to try and
identify a general principle to address the issue.62 If no general principle is found, then an
applicable rule of private international law can be used to assist in interpretation of the question.
1. A General Principle of the CISG May be Applied
One scholar submits that a general principle which may be relevant is that of reasonableness
because of the pervasive use of the term in the CISG.63 The scholar Albert Kritzer has pointed out
that the term reasonableness is mentioned in no less than thirty-seven provisions of the CISG,
thus it would appear justified as a general principle of the Convention.64 The application of the
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standard of reasonableness as a general principle will lead to the conclusion that losses need only
be proved with a degree of precision that can reasonably be expected from the circumstances.65
Under this interpretation, the scholar Djakhongir Saidov states that the standard becomes very
similar to that fixed in the UNIDROIT Principles, where losses need to be proved with a
“ reasonable degree of certainty.” 66
2. A Principle of Private International Law can be Used to Supplement the CISG
To use the UNIDROIT Principles to assist in the interpretation of Article 74 CISG, there must
be a question that is not expressly settled within the CISG.67 Arguably, the question of what
standard of proof should be used for the recovery of lost profits is not expressly addressed in
Article 74 CISG.68 The scholar Sieg Eiselen submits that a number of issues such as calculation of
future damages and proof of damages have been left open or unresolved in the CISG.69 Articles
7.4.1, 7.4.2, and 7.4.3, of the UNIDROIT Principles address the issues of damages and certainty
of proof and can therefore be helpful in interpreting and applying Article 74 CISG.70
3. The UNIDROIT Principles’ Reasonable Certainty as a Standard of Proof
The use of the reasonableness standard for determining the certainty required to establish lost
profits can be carried out on the basis of the UNIDROIT Principle 7.4.3(1).71 There is some
controversy over the use of the UNIDROIT Principles, but there seems to be strong support for
their use in a persuasive sense as rules which fulfill a modern international sales law.72 One of the
stated purposes of the UNIDROIT Principles is to help interpret or supplement international law
instruments such as the CISG.73 The CISG also contains provisions which allow the use of general
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principles or private international law, such as the UNIDROIT Principles, where issues are within
the Convention’s scope, but not expressly settled in it.74 One scholar also states that where the
Principles address issues also covered by the CISG and follow solutions found in that Convention,
the supranational committee of experts constituted to devise the UNIDROIT Principles can be
regarded as a council of “ wise men [and women]”  whose views can help us interpret the CISG.75
Thus, there is no prohibition on the use of UNIDROIT Principles to assist in interpreting an
issue within the CISG if the CISG is silent on that issue.
Other practical support for the use of UNIDROIT Principles in the interpretation of the CISG
can be found in actual trade data. The top ten international importers and exporters of goods,
constituting over 50% of the world’s trade, are all signatories to the CISG and all but 2 countries
are members of UNIDROIT.76 This would imply that use of the UNIDROIT Principles to aid in
the explanation of CISG provisions would not be unreasonable, unpredictable, or even
unexpected for the dominant international trading countries.
Use of the UNIDROIT Principles to help interpret Article 74 CISG could aid tribunals and
courts to arrive at more consistent decisions concerning proof of lost profits. UNIDROIT
Principle 7.4.3 directly addresses the issue of certainty of harm.77 Use of UNIDROIT Principle
7.4.3(1) to assist in the selection of a standard of proof for Article 74 CISG would result in a
requirement that lost profits be established or proven with a reasonable degree of certainty.78 Use
of this single standard for the level of certainty required to establish lost profits could lead to less
arbitrary determinations than using variable standards based on domestic procedural law. Thus,
accepting a uniform standard to prove loss and the amount of damages is more likely to lead to a
greater degree of consistency than if the matter was dealt with on the basis of applicable legal
systems, each potentially containing a different standard.79 The critical issue with the use of
UNIDROIT Principles is that the majority of tribunals and courts would have to utilize the
Principles voluntarily and eliminate the use of domestic standards of proof to achieve any tangible
consistency in lost profit decisions.
E. Ex Aequo et Bono Awards
Some tribunals and courts have based their awards on the concept of ex aequo et bono, or according
to what is just and good.80 These decisions have contributed to the lack of uniformity in lost profit
decisions. In these cases, although a party failed to prove the amount of the loss or expenses that
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had been incurred due to the breach of contract, the court believed a loss had occurred and
awarded damages.81 The scholar John Gotanda points out that some judges in civil law countries
often base their award on “ intuition and justice”  and that “ awards are not accompanied by
discursive explanations, and theoretical basis thus is difficult to determine.” 82
The practice of allowing damages to be assessed at a court’s or tribunal’s discretion in the absence
of the required degree of certainty reflects a concern for the Claimant.83 One scholar refers to this
process as a further continuation of the policy of disfavor of an all or nothing approach to the
award of damages.84 However, while benefiting an injured party that does not have adequate
evidence of the loss suffered, it also creates an extremely difficult situation for potentially
defaulting parties to calculate the amount of liability they may be exposed to.85 The justification
for this practice in aiding Claimants without sufficient evidence of lost profits must be weighed
against the lack of good faith in assessing awards against Respondents that have essentially won
their case on an evidentiary basis.
The result of ex aequo et bono decisions is to create more discrepancies and non-uniformity in cases
concerning the recovery of lost profits. While arbitral discretion is an important tool in the hands
of tribunals, it does contribute to the lack of consistency in damage awards in some cases.
F. Summary of the Issues with Standards of Proof and Recovery of Lost Profits
The issues involved with the standard of proof for establishing and recovering lost profits are
complex. Interpreting Article 74 CISG consistently is unlikely to occur without substantive
changes to the CISG provision or specific guidance on how Article 74 should be interpreted. The
dispute over whether the CISG is silent on the evidentiary burden, allowing reliance on domestic
evidentiary rules or supplementation with the UNIDROIT Principles contributes to the lack of
uniformity. The creation of unexplained standards within the CISG and ex aequo et bono awards
are additional sources of inconsistency. However, one scholar submits that the lack of
harmonization concerning standards of proof for lost profits is not an area of concern, but rather
the calculation of lost profits that is in need of consistency and uniformity.86
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6. CALCULATION OF LOST PROFITS IS THE REAL ISSUE IN THE NON-
UNIFORMITY OF DECISIONS
In the opinion of the scholar John Gotanda, tribunals have not had trouble determining whether
a claimant is entitled to lost profits.87 The cause of the seemingly arbitrary awards is due to the
complex process of calculating the lost profits.88 The discrepancies in national laws over the
requirements and limitations of evidentiary standards are not problematic and the lack of national
guidance on calculation of profits is the real issue.89 Indeed, Professor Gotanda states that the fact
that awards of lost profits by tribunals deciding transnational contract disputes seem to vary greatly
is not in-and-of-itself a cause for concern.90
Claims for lost profits raise arguably the most complicated issues for tribunals deciding
international contract issues.91 This is due to the process of calculating lost profits; where tribunals
must select a process from a number of calculation methods, examine financial data, and then
apply projections where a small change in a variable can produce large swings in the amount of an
award.92 This task may produce awards of lost profits that often seem inconsistent or arbitrary, but
“ [S]uch a computation made in advance on the basis of purely theoretical data cannot hope to be
absolutely accurate but only comparatively likely.” 93 Therefore, the lack of uniformity in lost profit
awards can be attributed to the fact that tribunals must proceed in the complex calculation of lost
profits without any universal rules and with only the knowledge available at the time of the
hearing.94
A. The Lack of Universal Rules for the Calculation of Lost Profits
The most difficult cases for tribunals to determine lost profits involve the breach of a long term
contract.95 This is because of the speculative projections of future earnings that may be greatly
affected by changing and unpredictable economic conditions.96 Interest rates, energy prices, and
raw material costs all contribute to the complex process of forecasting the financial data necessary
for the calculation of long term lost profits. For example, a buyer that enters into a long term
contract with a seller for goods to be distributed on a national scale might incur lost profits if the
seller fails to deliver the goods. The amount of lost profits will depend on current and future
market share, current and future competition, future consumer purchasing habits, economic
trends, future energy costs, and future transportation costs, among a multitude of other variables.
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The obvious difficulty in calculating a precise amount of lost profits while taking these variables
under consideration forms the essence of the problems facing tribunals and courts.
In addition, the inclusion of mitigation responsibility for an aggrieved party under Article 77
CISG may impact a tribunal’s decision. In ICC Final Award in Case No. 5946, lost profits were
awarded for the duration of a forty month contract.97 Conversely, ICC Final Award in Case No.
7006 only included the lost profits from one year of a long term contract under the determination
that the Claimant could have mitigated the losses after that year.98
An additional concern in the calculation of lost profits is how to calculate future cash flows to
reflect the current loss. The generally accepted way for parties and tribunals to determine an award
of future lost profits due to a breach of contract is the discounted cash flow (DCF) method.99 This
method utilizes a discount rate to apply to the award of future profits to determine the amount in
present day dollars. The problem with the DCF method is that it is difficult to apply in practice.100
Not only is the determination of future cash flows dependent on estimations and future
predictions, but selection of a discount rate is also a complex calculation dependent on any
number of historical, current, and future financial variables.
B. Estimation and Variability in Financial Claims is Normal
The use of DCF to calculate lost profits is a complicated process that contributes to the lack of
uniformity in lost profit awards. However, businesses and financial institutions perform DCF
calculations as part of normal business practice and operations. The variance in possible outcomes
using the method is not a cause for concern and simply reflects the attempt to quantify an amount
that is dependent on unpredictable variables.101 One tribunal summed up the process with the
following:
There is no reason to apologise for the fact that [the approach used to
calculate lost profits, in this case the DCF method,] involves
approximations; they are inherent and inevitable. Nor can it be criticised
as unrealistic or unbusinesslike; it is precisely how business executives
must, and do, proceed when they evaluate a going concern. The fact that
they use ranges and estimates does not imply abandonment of the
discipline of economic analysis; nor, when adopted by the arbitrators,
does this method imply abandonment of the discipline of assessing the
evidence before them.102
Thus, the most common method of calculating lost profits, the DCF method, contributes to the
apparent discrepancies and arbitrariness of lost profit awards. However, the ability to forecast long
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term lost profits in the absence of perfect foresight requires some calculation techniques that will
not be completely accurate. The use of DCF with its inherent weaknesses should be continued
with the following suggestions for improvement in the next section of this paper.
7. POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
A. How to Achieve a More Consistent Standard of Proof for Lost Profits
What standard of proof is required to establish lost profits is an undecided question. Tribunals
and courts have divergent opinions on what standards are within the CISG, whether recourse to
procedural law of the lex fori is appropriate, or to utilize Article 7(2) CISG and apply general
principles within the CISG or from private international law such as UNIDROIT. The
inconsistency in awards of lost profits can be readily traced to these different approaches to the
issue.
One solution proposed by a scholar would be to develop a body of judge-made international rules,
a lex mercatoria.103 He suggests that this method would support a uniform interpretation for lost
profit standards of proof and recovery within the CISG regime.104 The lex mercatoria rule could
supplement Article 74 CISG in a manner similar to §351(3) of the Restatement 2d of
Contracts.105 This concept is familiar in the common law as a form of stare decisis, where previous
decisions by courts or tribunals are followed as precedent rather than reinventing the wheel with
every new case. However, the concept of a lex mercatoria as providing a precedent for numerous
domestic forums would likely face resistance in civil law jurisdictions, where stare decisis is not the
norm. But given the confusion and diversity of approaches in determining what standard should
be applied to proof of lost profits, the concept of a lex mercatoria for damages might warrant its
application in some fashion.
B. How to Improve the Calculation of Lost Profit Awards
The scholar John Gotanda has submitted that the discrepancies in lost profit awards are not a
cause for concern, but rather the lack of uniform rules for the calculation of lost profits.106 The
general calculation method, DCF, has inherent flaws which contribute to divergent opinions on
the amount of possible awards.107 However, he suggests that the DCF method is structurally sound
and grounded in economic theory and practice: any steps to improve consistency in arbitral
awards should concentrate on its application.108
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The first method to improve lost profit calculations would be to employ experts to assist in
evaluating claims.109 The use of experts may help tribunals and parties better understand the
complexities involved in calculating lost profits and lead to more consistent and reasoned
decisions.110 The drawback from the use of experts would be the increased cost of arbitration and
an increase in the time necessary to resolve disputes.111 These possible drawbacks can likely be
overcome by the benefit of an expert’s skill when substantial sums are at risk.112 The use of experts
should not face resistance from parties and tribunals other than in the additional costs it would
entail. Any party involved in a dispute with a sizeable claim of lost profits should seriously consider
the use of experts to assist in the calculation process.
A second method that would lead to more uniformity in decisions concerning the calculation of
lost profits would be to employ final offer arbitration, utilized in baseball contract negotiations.113
Final offer arbitration calls for the parties to propose an amount that the respective sides should
be entitled to and the tribunal then chooses between the two totals.114 The advantage of this form
of arbitration is that it forces the parties to be more reasonable in their positions and to be more
realistic with their calculations.115 Theoretically, this should lead to a narrowing of the gap
between the amount of lost profits submitted by a Claimant and the amount of lost profits a
Respondent believes it owes.116 Final offer arbitration has great potential as a tool to increase the
uniformity of lost profit awards. By increasing the risk to parties for submitting overly speculative
claims, lost profit awards should become more consistent and reasonable.
The final technique suggested by John Gotanda to assist in calculating lost profits is to
contractually stipulate how to calculate the losses.117 The inclusion of contractual terms for
resolving various issues that inevitably arise during disputes is logical and reasonable. Realistically,
the insertion of terms becomes an issue of practicality, where parties engaged in commerce often
do not stipulate many potential terms due to time constraints. However, merchants or companies
that conclude large and substantial contracts should probably include some terms concerning lost
profit calculations as a measure to limit financial exposure.
8. CONCLUSION
The lack of consistency in lost profit awards can be attributed to the divergent opinions on what
standard of proof to use for establishing lost profits. While one scholar submits that tribunals do
not have difficulty in determining a standard of proof to assess evidence, the various approaches
to the issue demonstrate a lack of consensus. It is hard to imagine that utilizing evidentiary
standards of the lex fori, UNIDROIT Principles, and arbitrator discretion all result in uniform
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decisions. The use of a single standard, possibly the UNIDROIT Principle of reasonableness,
would likely lead to more consistent results.
The difficulties in the calculation of lost profits, described by John Gotanda, also contribute to the
arbitrariness of damage awards. The DCF method is a suitable process to determine calculations
of long term profits. The suggestion of using final offer arbitration and experts to assist parties and
tribunals in assessing and determining lost profit claims could lead to more uniform decisions and
warrants further research.
